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Undergraduate Curriculum and Academic Policy Committee
Draft Minutes of Meeting
February 6, 2013
 
Present:
Matt Rizki (CECS), Bev Schieltz (CoSM), Sherrill Smith (CoNH), Richard Mercer (CoSM), Tom Sav (RSCOB), Sean Pollack (CoLA), Stephanie Davis
 (CEHS), Sarah Twill (CoLA), Marty Kich (Lake), Joe Law (WAC/GE), Jennifer Barbabera (SG), Matt Haran (SG)
Guests:
Marian Brainerd (Registrar), Mary Holland (Assoc. Registrar), Jared Shank (Veterans and Military-Connected Student Committee), Bruce LaForse
 (Veterans and Military-Connected Student Committee)
 
1)      The committee approved the minutes of the January 23, 2013 meeting
 
 
2)      Course and Program Inventory Requests
 
a)      UCAPC reviewed the following course inventory requests:
 
Course modifications
 
               Approved as submitted:
CEG 4120, TH 3810
                              Tabled (waiting for additional information):
                              OL 4020, OL 4025
 
               Course deactivations
 
                              Approved as submitted:
                              CEG 3980, CS 3980, CS 4980, AFS 3000 (preapproved)
 
New courses
 
               Approved as submitted:
               AFS 3000, AFS 3990
 
With departmental consent, approved a modified version of the following course:
CECS 3170
 
b)      UCAPC reviewed the following program inventory requests:
 
Program Modifications
 
                              Approved as submitted:
Women’s Studies (WMS BA)
Chemistry (CSD AS)
 
Tabled (pending approval of OL 4020 and OL 4025):
Organization Leadership (OL BS)
 
3)      The committee reviewed a revised version of the Excused Absence Policy. After discussion, several modifications were suggested and a final
 version of the Excused Absence Policy was drafted. The UCAPC Chair asked the committee members to seek input from their constituents
 before final approval.
 
4)      The committee reviewed a revision of proposed University Admission Standards forward by the Richard Bullock, Chair of the Ad Hoc Admission
 Committee along with data analysis provide by the Chair of UCAPC.  The committee discussed the use of ACT Math and ACT English scores as a
 requirement for admission. The committee decided to use an ACT combined score to approximate the individual scores (Math, English) and
 also simplify the admission criteria.
 
5)      The committee briefly discussed a policy proposal forward from the Lake Campus defining requirements for earning an associate degree and
 bachelor degree. The committee asked the UCAPC Chair to requested additional information from the Lake Campus.
 
6)      Adjourned
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10155 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
BIO 2100 - Orientation Seminar in Biological Sciences  
Overview of programs, career options, department activities, and research opportunities in the biological sciences. 
1.0 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Orientation Sem: Bio Sci
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Pass/Unsatisfactory Grading System
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2084, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260101
Revised Course Info
BIO 2100 - Orientation Seminar in Biological Sciences  
Overview of programs, career options, department activities, and research opportunities in the biological sciences. 
1.0 Credit hours
Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Orientation Sem: Bio Sci
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Pass/Unsatisfactory Grading System
Restrictions:
Must belong to one of the following Majors: Biology, Clinical Lab Science
Quarter Equivalent: BIO 194
Office Info:
CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260101
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biology Laura L. Buerschen Review 01/22/2013 16:44:31
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 10:30:59
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:24:47
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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Master Syllabus 
1.  Course Information 
a. College:   College of Science & Mathematics 
b. Department: Biological Sciences 
c. Course Title: Orientation Seminar in Biological Sciences 
d. Course Designation and Number: BIO 2100   
e. GE Area(s):  none 
f. Restrictions:  Biology and Clinical Lab Science majors only 
Writing Intensive:  _____ Yes __X__ No 
Method(s) of Instruction: __X__ Lecture 
    _____ Discussion 
    __X__Web-enhanced 
    _____ Web-only 
    _____ Other 
Includes Lab:  ____ Yes  __X__ No 
2. Course Objectives 
All sophomore level students in the Biological Sciences Department are required to 
enroll in the seminar course (Biology 2000), for which 1 credit hour is granted.  Students 
from other departments, especially within the Colleges of Science & Mathematics and 
Computer Science and Engineering, are also encouraged to enroll. The course meets one 
hour a week, and student grades are determined primarily on the basis of attendance 
and participation. In addition to career speakers, the class is used as a way to get 
announcements to the sophomore class about upcoming activities in the department or 
on campus. 
 
Speakers from various professions or disciplines will serve as guest speakers and share 
information about their careers.  Some will be practicing professionals, others will be 
admissions personnel related to schools for the chosen profession. Whenever possible, 
alumni speakers will be invited to participate.  Upperclassman or recent graduates will 
also participate as “peer mentors” to the students.  Since there are so many possible 
professions to choose speakers, we will rotate many of the professions every other year.  
Students will be expected to read papers related to each presentation and participate in 
group discussions with the speaker. 
 
Each speaker is asked to discuss one or more of following topics: 
 What the career encompasses (including diversity of jobs in the field). 
 The salaries to be expected. 
 The job outlook for the future. 
 The degrees/fields of study and number of years required. 
 The difficulty of getting into the field and advancing in the career path. 
 What the daily life is like for someone in that career. 
 What their story is—how did they come to be doing what they are doing (there 
may be multiple pathways to some careers). 
Students are encouraged to ask questions, and speakers are encouraged to bring 
handouts related to their talk. 
Possible list of speakers: 
 College Professor (Ecology, Physiology, Microbiology, Genetics, etc.) 
 University Administrator 
 Research Scientist 
 Medical Physician 
 High School Science Teacher 
 Clinical Lab Scientist 
 Physical Therapist 
 Physician Assistant 
 Exercise Physiologist 
 Nutritionist / Dietician 
 Veterinarian 
 Dentist 
 Public Health Official 
 Pharmacist 
 Optometrist 
 Podiatrist 
 
 
3. Suggested Course Materials 
A “Biology Handbook” developed by the Department of Biological Sciences will be 
required.  Additional resources and assignments will be posted on the course web page. 
 
 
4. Suggested Methods of Evaluation 
Student performance is assessed through attendance, participation and written 
homework assignments 
 
5. Grading Policy 
Pass/Unsatisfactory 
 
6. Suggested Weekly Course Outline Including Typical Assignments 
Wk 1: Introduction, review of handbook and degree options 
Wk 2: Opportunities in independent research, internships, and study abroad programs 
Wk 3: Alumni statistics; review of careers and education requirements 
Wk 4: Guest speaker 
Wk 5: Guest speaker 
Wk 6: Guest speaker 
Wk 7: Guest speaker 
Wk 8: Guest speaker 
Wk 9: Guest speaker 
Wk 10: Guest speaker 
Wk 11: Guest speaker 
Wk 12: Review of career options and degree programs 
Wk 13: Departmental advising, development of program of study, group discussion 
Wk 14: Departmental advising, development of program of study, group discussion 
 
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10158 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
BIO 2110 - Principles of Molecular and Classical Genetics  
Transmission, molecular and population genetics. Gene structure, allelic segregation, genic interactions, the regulation
of gene expression and the genetic structure of populations. 
3.0 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Molecular Bio & Genetics
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 1120 Minimum Grade of C
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2084, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260802
Revised Course Info
BIO 2110 - Principles of Molecular and Classical Genetics  
Transmission, molecular and population genetics. Gene structure, allelic segregation, genic interactions, the regulation
of gene expression and the genetic structure of populations. 
3.0 Credit hours
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Molecular Bio & Genetics
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 1120 Minimum Grade of C, CHM 1220
Quarter Equivalent: BIO 211
Office Info:
CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260802
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biology Laura L. Buerschen Review 01/22/2013 16:43:58
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 10:35:33
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:23:59
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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I. College of Science and Mathematics 
 Department of Biological Sciences 
 
II. Course Information 
  Principles of Molecular and Classical Genetics  
  BIO 2110 
  3.0 credit hours 
    
  Check (“x”) all applicable 
  General Education Course _____ Writing Intensive Course _____ 
  Service Learning Course _____ Laboratory Course         __ 
  Ohio TAG Course _____ Ohio Transfer Module Course _____ 
  Others (specify) _____ 
 
III.  Course Description 
 This course is focused on transmission, molecular and population  
genetics.  Students will be expected to learn concepts pertaining to  
gene structure, allelic segregation, genetic interactions, the regulation  
of gene expression and the genetic structure of populations.  Grades  
will be based lecture-based exam scores. 
 
IV. Course Registration 
  Prerequisites: BIO 1120, CHM1220 
 
V. Suggested List of Topics or Course Outline 
 
Week Lecture  
1 Chromosomes and Genome Structure 
Genes, Alleles and the Central Dogma 
Mitosis and Meiosis 
 
2 Mendelian Segregation Ratios 
Linkage and Recombination 
Recombination Maps 
 
3 Sex Determination 
Dosage Compensation 
Aneuploidy 
 
4 Saturation Mutagenesis 
Epistasis and Genetic Pathways 
Human Genetics 
 
5 Bacterial Genetics 
 Conjugation and Maps of Bacterial Genomes 
 Phase Variation in Salmonella 
 
 Plasmids and Horizontal Transfer 
6 Overview of Gene Expression 
 Transcription 
 Translation 
 
7 Prokaryotic Gene Expression 
 Coupled Transcription and Translation 
 Regulation: Lac Operon 
 Regulation: His/Trp Operons 
 
8 Bacteriophages 
 Phage  
 
9 Eukaryotic Gene Expression 
 Regulation of Transcription 
 RNA Processing and Export 
 Regulation of Translation 
 
10 Eukaryotic Viruses 
 Poliovirus – regulation of protein synthesis 
 HIV – early and late gene expression 
 
11 Developmental Genetics 
 Homeotic Genes and the anteroposterior axis 
 Generation of Antibody Diversity 
 Induced Pluripotent Cells 
 
12 Quantitative Genetics 
 Polygenic Inheritance 
 QTL mapping 
 Transgressive Segregation 
 
13 Population Genetics 
 Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium 
 Mutation 
 Selection 
 
14 Molecular Evolution 
 Nucleotide Diversity 
 Reconstruction of Phylogenies 
 Coalescence 
 
   
 
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10160 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
BIO 2140 - Introduction to Cell Biology Laboratory  
Concepts pertaining to cell structure, the analysis of macromolecules, microscopy and the use of model organisms. 
2.5 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Intro Cell Bio Lab
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lab
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 1120 Minimum Grade of C
Corequisite Courses:
BIO 2140R
Special Fees:
Biology Course Fee (2020), $67.50
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2020, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260101
Revised Course Info
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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BIO 2140 - Introduction to Cell Biology Laboratory  
Concepts pertaining to cell structure, the analysis of macromolecules, microscopy and the use of model organisms. 
2.5 Credit hours
Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Intro Cell Bio Lab
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lab
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 1120 Minimum Grade of C, CHM 1220
Quarter Equivalent: BIO 213
Corequisite Courses:
BIO 2140R
Special Fees:
Biology Course Fee (2020), $67.50
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2020, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260101
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biology Laura L. Buerschen Review 01/22/2013 16:42:21
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 10:37:42
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:23:08
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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I. College of Science and Mathematics 
 Department of Biological Sciences 
 
II. Course Information 
  Introduction to Cell Biology Laboratory 
  BIO 2140 
  2.5 credit hours 
    
  Check (“x”) all applicable 
  General Education Course _____ Writing Intensive Course _____ 
  Service Learning Course _____ Laboratory Course _X__ 
  Ohio TAG Course _____ Ohio Transfer Module Course _____ 
  Others (specify) _____ 
 
III.  Course Description 
 This course is focused on basic principles of cell biology.  Students will be expected 
to learn concepts pertaining to cell structure, the analysis of macromolecules, 
microscopy and the use of model organisms.  A one-hour recitation per week will be 
given prior to the laboratory to the entire class.  The laboratory portion will be 3 hours 
per week. The course grade will be based on exam scores (70%) and performance in 
laboratory exercises (30%). 
 
 
 
Week Lecture Lab 
1 Mammalian Cell Structure and Function 
 
Laboratory orientation, 
Measurement, 
Micropipeting,  
 
2 Culturing and Manipulation of Mammalian 
Cells 
 
Basic cell culture, Cell 
counting, transfection 
 
3 Cell structure and Function Cell Fractionation 
4 Principles of Immunoblotting Western Blotting 
5 Principles of Microscopy  Immunofluorescence  
6 Introduction to C. elegans as a model organism Culturing C. elegans, 
Identification of 
Developmental Stages 
Fluorescent gene expression 
in C. elegans, 
7 Mechanism of RNAi  RNAi in C. elegans  
8 RNAi in mammalian cells Immunoblotting and 
 
 
 
microscopy of cells treated 
with siRNA oligos 
9 Analysis of gene expression in C. elegans PCR-based analysis of gene 
expression 
10 Mendelian Segregation Ratios 
Linkage and Recombination 
Recombination Maps 
Two-factor crosses in C. 
elegans 
   11 Plants as model systems (A. thaliana, B. rapa) Basic Plant Biology and 
growing plants 
   12 Basic Plant Physiology Plant structure and Function 
13 Plant Genetics Dyhybrid cross analysis in 
Fast plants 
14 Plant Genome analysis PCR screening of Fast plant 
mutants 
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10162 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
BIO 3100 - Clinical Microbiology  
The study of biological processes of microorganisms, with emphasis on microorganisms that cause human disease
(pathogens). 
3.0 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Clinical Microbiology
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 2110 Minimum Grade of C and BIO 2120 Minimum Grade of C
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2020, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260502
Revised Course Info
BIO 3100 - Clinical Microbiology  
The study of biological processes of microorganisms, with emphasis on microorganisms that cause human disease
(pathogens). 
3.0 Credit hours
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Clinical Microbiology
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 2120 Minimum Grade of C
Quarter Equivalent: BIO 310
Office Info:
CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260502
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biology Laura L. Buerschen Review 01/24/2013 08:19:05
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 08:59:47
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:39:00
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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Master Syllabus 
 
1. Course Information 
College: College of Science and Math 
Department: Biological Sciences 
Course Title: Clinical Microbiology 
Course Designation and Number: BIO 3100 
GE Area(s):  N/A 
Writing Intensive: __ Yes X__ No 
For WI Courses: ___ All sections ___Selected Sections are WI 
Method(s) of Instruction: _x_ Lecture 
__ Discussion 
__ Web-enhanced 
__ Web-only (some sections) 
__ Other 
 
 
2. Objectives 
 
Includes Lab: __ _ Yes _X_ No 
 
Prerequisites: BIO 1120, 1150, 2120. 
 
Course Objectives:  
a. . To learn the biological structure and processes of microorganisms, with emphasis on pathogens.  
b. To study the various factors of the host and microorganism that contribute to the establishment 
disease in the human host.  
c. To apply knowledge gained from other areas of the life sciences to the study of 
microorganisms and their role in disease.  
d. To study the defenses of the human body against microorganisms.  
e. To learn about natural and artificial means that eliminates microorganisms.  
f. To study the diseases caused by microorganism in the various systems of the body. 
 
 
3. Suggested Course Materials 
 
a.   Microbiology Alternate Edition with Diseases by Body System by Robert Bauman, Pearson Benjamin 
Cummings 2008 
 
4. Suggested Methods of Evaluation 
Student performance will be assessed through four lecture exams as well as a case study assignment. 
 
5. Grading Policy 
This course is graded A-F in accordance with university policy stated in the student handbook. 
 
 
6. Suggested Weekly Course Outline Including Typical Assignments 
Lecture topics:   
Microscopy 
Bacterial morphology 
Metabolism 
Growth and Culturing 
Microbial genetics 
Virology  
Eukaryotic Organisms and Parasites 
Epidemiology 
Disease 
Control of Microbes 
Pharmacology 
Innate Immunity 
Adaptive Immunity 
Immune Disorders  
Disease diagnosis 
Skin infections 
Nervous system infection 
Cardiovascular and Lymphatic disease 
Respiratory Disease 
Gastrointestinal disease 
Genitourinary disease 
Bioterrorism 
Antibiotic resistance 
 
7. Other  
 
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10163 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
BIO 3110 - Clinical Microbiology Lab  
The study of biological processes of microorganisms, with emphasis on microorganisms that cause human disease
(pathogens). 
2.0 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Clinical Micro Bio Lab
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lab
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 2110 Minimum Grade of C and BIO 2120 Minimum Grade of C
Special Fees:
Biology Course Fee (2020), $67.50
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2020, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260502
Revised Course Info
BIO 3110 - Clinical Microbiology Lab  
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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The study of biological processes of microorganisms, with emphasis on microorganisms that cause human disease
(pathogens). 
2.0 Credit hours
Effective Term: Spring 2013
Stu Rec Title: Clinical Micro Bio Lab
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lab
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 2120 Minimum Grade of C
Quarter Equivalent: BIO 311
Corequisite Courses:
BIO 3110
Special Fees:
Biology Course Fee (2020), $67.50
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2020, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260502
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biology Laura L. Buerschen Review 01/24/2013 08:18:07
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 09:04:21
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:38:19
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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Master Syllabus 
 
1. Course Information 
College: College of Science and Math 
Department: Biological Sciences 
Course Title: Clinical Microbiology Laboratory 
Course Designation and Number: BIO 3110 
GE Area(s):  N/A 
Writing Intensive: __ Yes X__ No 
For WI Courses: ___ All sections ___Selected Sections are WI 
Method(s) of Instruction: __ Lecture 
__ Discussion 
__ Web-enhanced 
__ Web-only (some sections) 
_X_ Other  Laboratory 
 
 
2. Objectives 
 
Includes Lab: __X _ Yes __ No 
 
Prerequisites: BIO  2120   
Course Objectives:  
a. . To learn the biological structure and processes of microorganisms, with emphasis on pathogens.  
b. To study the various factors of the host and microorganism that contribute to the establishment 
disease in the human host.  
c. To apply knowledge gained from other areas of the life sciences to the study of 
microorganisms and their role in disease.  
d. To study the defenses of the human body against microorganisms.  
e. To learn about natural and artificial means that eliminates microorganisms.  
f. To study the diseases caused by microorganism in the various systems of the body. 
 
 
3. Suggested Course Materials 
a.   Laboratory manual provided by instructor. 
 
4. Suggested Methods of Evaluation 
Student performance will be assessed through two laboratory practical exams and an unknown 
identification assignment. 
 
5. Grading Policy 
This course is graded A-F in accordance with university policy stated in the student handbook. 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Suggested Weekly Course Outline Including Typical Assignments 
Lab topics:   
Microscopy 
Microbial measurement 
Motility 
Microbes from the human environment. 
Bacterial staining 
Methods of sterilization 
Bacterial and phage enumeration 
Membrane filtration 
Microbes in food 
Microbial oxygen requirements 
Pathogen diagnosis 
Fungi 
Effect of temperature on microbes 
Antiseptics, disinfectants and antibiotics 
Identification of an unknown 
Bacterial transformation 
Nonbacterial pathogens 
 
7. Other  
 
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10175 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
BIO 4080 - Writing in the Biological Sciences  
Surveys grammatical and stylistic aspects of scientific writing and teaches students how to organize, write, and
submit a manuscript for publication in a biological journal. Writing grants will also be discussed. Integrated Writing
course. 
3.0 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Writing in the Bio Sci
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 1120 Minimum Grade of C and BIO 1150 Minimum Grade of C
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2020, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260101
Revised Course Info
BIO 4080 - Writing in the Biological Sciences  
Surveys grammatical and stylistic aspects of scientific writing and teaches students how to organize, write, and
submit a manuscript for publication in a biological journal. Writing grants will also be discussed. Integrated Writing
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course. 
3.0 Credit hours
Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Writing in the Bio Sci
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Integrated Writing, Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 2120 Minimum Grade of C
Quarter Equivalent: BIO 408
Office Info:
CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260101
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biology Laura L. Buerschen Review 01/24/2013 08:13:19
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 09:12:48
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:31:52
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Special Route
WritInt_Eval WritInt Chair Joe K. Law Approve 02/13/2013 14:31:01
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10176 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
BIO 4470 - Population and Community Ecology  
Use of deterministic and stochastic models to characterize populations and quantitative methods for analyzing
community structure, composition, and dynamics. 
3.0 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Pop and Comm Ecology
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 2310 Minimum Grade of C
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2020, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 261301
Revised Course Info
BIO 4470 - Population and Community Ecology  
Use of deterministic and stochastic models to characterize populations and quantitative methods for analyzing
community structure, composition, and dynamics. 
3.0 Credit hours
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Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Pop and Comm Ecology
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
BIO 2310 Minimum Grade of C AND (MTH 2240 OR MTH 2300)
Quarter Equivalent: BIO 447
Office Info:
CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 261301
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biology Laura L. Buerschen Review 01/24/2013 08:10:02
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 09:15:32
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:25:53
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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I.  CoSM, Biological Sciences 
 
II.  Course information 
 Title: Population and Community Ecology 
 Course abbreviation and number: BIO 4470/6470 
 Course credit hours: 3 
 Course cross listings:  
 Check all applicable:  
  General education  __ 
  Writing intensive   __ 
  Service learning  __ 
  Laboratory course  __ 
  Ohio TAG   __ 
  Ohio Transfer Mod  __ 
  Other (specify)  __  __________________________________ 
 
III.  Course registration 
 Pre-requisites BIO2310; MTH 2240 OR 2300 
 Co-requisites: none 
 Restrictions for BIO6470:  Graduate standing 
 Other: none 
 
IV.  Suggested course outline 
 Week 1: Deterministic population 
 Week 2: Stochastic population models 
 Week 3: Density-dependence 
 Week 4: Age-structured populations 
 Week 5: Size-structured populations 
 Week 6: Metapopulations 
 Week 7: Population viability analysis - Midterm Exam 
 Week 8: Community structure 
 Week 9: Species diversity 
 Week 10: Food webs 
 Week 11: Community assembly 
 Week 12: Succession  
 Week 13: Gradient analysis and ordination 
 Week 14: Conservation Biogeography, Final Exam 
 
Description: Derivation and use of deterministic and stochastic population models, methods of analyzing 
community structure, composition, and dynamics 
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 9525 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
BMB 4990 - Undergraduate Research  
Biochemical and/or molecular biological research in a faculty member's laboratory. 
1.0 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Undergraduate Research
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Independent Study
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard/Pass/Fail Grading System
Variable Info:
8.0 Repeat Times, 30.0 Repeat Credit Hours
Office Info:
Detail Code: 1600, CRS Level: STEM 4, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 260202
Revised Course Info
BMB 4990 - Undergraduate Research  
Biochemical and/or molecular biological research in a faculty member's laboratory. 
1.0 Credit hours
Effective Term: Summer 2013
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Stu Rec Title: Undergraduate Research
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Independent Study
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard/Pass/Fail Grading System
Variable Info:
8.0 Repeat Times, 8.0 Repeat Credit Hours
Restrictions:
Instructor permission
Quarter Equivalent: BMB 499
Office Info:
CRS Level-Deleted, OBR CRS Level-Deleted, CIPC Code-Deleted
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biochem &Molecular Biology Steven J. Berberich Review 12/13/2012 11:42:31
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 10:40:12
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:22:17
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
           
Share with a colleague    (Simple Webmail Client)
3640 Colonel Glenn Highway - Dayton, Ohio - 45435
Copyright Information © 2010 | Accessibility Information
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 9915 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
EES 3450 - Concepts in Earth Science for Educators  
Introductory survey of geoscience. Rocks and minerals, plate tectonics, geologic time, oceanography and
meteorology, planetary science. Lecture is interspersed with hands-on activities intended to reinforce concepts and to
provide the students with ideas for teaching their own classes. Students will develop lesson plans on several topics. 
3.5 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Concepts Earth Sci Edu
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture/Lab Combination
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Semester Prerequisites:
( PHY 2450 or PHY 2460 ) and CHM 2450
Special Fees:
Geology Course Fee (2024), $45.00
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2024, CRS Level: STEM 5, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 400601
Revised Course Info
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EES 3450 - Concepts in Earth Science I for Early and Middle Childhood Education  
Introductory survey of geoscience. Rocks and minerals, plate tectonics, geologic time, oceanography and
meteorology, planetary science. Lecture is interspersed with hands-on activities intended to reinforce concepts and to
provide the students with ideas for teaching their own classes. Students will develop lesson plans on several topics. 
3.5 Credit hours
Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Concepts EES I ECE/MCE
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture/Lab Combination
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Ohio Transfer Module, Permanent Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Quarter Prerequisites:
(PHY 245 or PHY 246) and CHM 245
Semester Prerequisites:
(PHY 2450 or PHY 2460) and CHM 2450
Quarter Equivalent: EES 345
Add'l Info:
Title change for consistency across departments. Quarter prerequisites were omitted by mistake. Syllabus has not
changed.
Office Info:
Detail Code-Deleted, CRS Level: STEM 5, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 400601
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Earth &Environmental Sciences David F. Dominic Review 11/14/2012 17:13:11
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 10:51:41
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:19:58
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Special Route
GenEd_Eval GenEd Chair Joe K. Law Approve 02/12/2013 10:54:44
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Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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COSM               EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
 
SYLLABUS 
 
II COURSE INFORMATION 
 Course Title  
  Concepts in Earth Science I for Early and Middle Childhood Education 
Title for Student Record:   
Concepts EES I ECE/MCE 
 
 Course Description (60 words max) 
This course is an introductory survey of geoscience, from rocks and minerals, through 
plate tectonics, geologic time, oceanography and meteorology, to planetary science. 
Lecture is interspersed with hands-on activities intended to reinforce concepts and to 
provide the students with ideas for teaching their own classes. Students will also develop 
lesson plans on several topics.  
 
 Course Abbreviation and Number 
  EES 3450 
Course Duration:  
Permanent  
Grading System: 
Standard (ABCDF) 
 Course Credit Hours 
  3.5 
Quarter Equivalent:   
EES 345 
 General Education Course  _X__ 
 Writing Intensive Course   
 Service Learning Course   
 Laboratory Course  ____ 
 Ohio TAG (Transfer Assurance Guide) Course  _ 
 Ohio Transfer Module Course   
 Other    
 
Type of Course:  
___Clinical 
___Independent Study 
___Internship 
___Lab 
___Lecture 
_X_Lecture/Lab Combination (Integrated within same meet time) 
___Lecture/Recitation Combination (Integrated within same meet time) 
___Practicum 
___Recitation 
___Seminar 
 
III COURSE REGISTRATION 
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 Prerequisites 
  (PHY 2450 or PHY 2460) and CHM 2450 
  
Co-requisites 
 
Restrictions 
  
Other 
 
IV STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
By completing this course in Element 6 (Natural Sciences) of the Wright State Core, 
students will meet the general learning outcomes, and will  
 
a. Understand the nature of scientific inquiry 
b. Critically apply knowledge of scientific theory and methods of inquiry to evaluate 
information from a variety of sources 
c. Distinguish between science and technology and recognize their roles in society 
d. Demonstrate an awareness of theoretical, practical, creative and cultural dimensions of 
scientific inquiry  
e. Discuss fundamental theories underlying modern science 
 
Students will also meet the leaning outcomes specific to this course and will be able to  
 
1. Use scientific methods to identify rocks and minerals and to study the behavior of soils 
2. Understand geologic time and plate tectonics and the consequences of these ideas 
3. Understand planetary processes involving the atmosphere and ocean 
4. Understand the origin and use of resources including water and energy sources 
5. Demonstrate familiarity with inquiry techniques of teaching 
6. Develop original lesson plans to teach the science standards 
7. Recognize and teach the significance of geology to their lives and those of the students 
. 
. 
V. Suggested Course Materials (required and recommended)  
Reynolds, S.J., Johnson, J.K., Kelly, M.M., Morin, P.J., Carter, C.M.  2010.  Exploring 
Geology.  2
nd
 Edition.  New York: McGraw-Hill Higher Education.  ISBN 978-0-07-
727040-7. 
 
VI. Suggested Method of Instruction 
 Lecture/Lab Combined 
 
VII.  Suggested Evaluation and Policy  
Lesson Plans 33% 
Quizzes 33% 
Projects 33% 
 
VIII. Suggested Grading Policy  
Final course grades will normally be determined using the following scheme: 
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A: 90-100 %  
B: 80-89% 
C: 70-79% 
D: 60-69% 
F: less than 60% 
 
IX. Suggested Assignments and Course Outline  
 
Week  Topic Chapters in Text (read prior to lecture) 
1  Minerals 4  
2-3  Rocks 3:50-69, 5:105-121, 7:174-197, 8:204-207 & 214-220 
4  Volcanoes 6 
5  Earthquakes 12 
6 Resources 17-18  
7 Soils 15 
8-9 Geologic Time 9, outside references 
10 Rivers 16 
11-12 Weather & Climate 13 
13 Oceans 10 
14 Solar System 19 
 
X. Other Information  
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 9912 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
EES 3460 - Earth Systems for Educators  
Processes that impact the Earth system such as volcanic eruptions, global climate change and ice ages, and the
resulting interactions between air, land, water and life in the Earth system. 
3.5 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Earth Sys for Educators
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture/Lab Combination
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Restrictions:
Must be enrolled in one of the following Programs: Middle Childhood Ed - BSED Early Childhood Ed Ugrad - Lic
Early Childhood Ed - Pre CT: Middle Childhood - PRE Early Childhood Ed - BSED
Semester Prerequisites:
EES 3450 and BIO 3450
Office Info:
Detail Code: 1600, CRS Level: STEM 5, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 400601
Revised Course Info
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EES 3460 - Concepts in Earth Science II for Middle Childhood Education  
Processes that impact the Earth system such as volcanic eruptions, global climate change and ice ages, and the
resulting interactions between air, land, water and life in the Earth system. 
4.0 Credit hours
Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Concepts EES II MCE
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture/Lab Combination
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Restrictions:
None
Quarter Prerequisites:
EES 345 and BIO 345
Semester Prerequisites:
EES 3450 and BIO 3450
Quarter Equivalent: EES 346
Office Info:
CRS Level: STEM 5, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 400601
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Earth &Environmental Sciences David F. Dominic Review 11/14/2012 17:13:53
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 10:53:50
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:19:01
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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COSM  EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
 
SYLLABUS 
 
II COURSE INFORMATION 
 
 Course Title  
 Concepts in Earth Science II for Middle Childhood Education 
 
Title for Student Record 
Concepts EES II MCE 
 
 Course Description (60 words max) 
The course investigates the processes that impact the Earth system such as volcanic 
eruptions, global climate change and ice ages and the resulting interactions between air, 
land, water and life in the Earth system.  
 
 Course Abbreviation and Number 
 EES 3460 
 
 Course Credit Hours 
 4.0  
 
 Course Cross Listing(s) Abbreviation and Number 
 EES 6060 
 
Course Duration  
Permanent  
 
Grading System  
Standard 
 
 General Education Course  ___ 
 Writing Intensive Course   
 Service Learning Course   
 Laboratory Course  ____ 
 Ohio TAG (Transfer Assurance Guide) Course  _ 
 Ohio Transfer Module Course   
 Other    
 
III COURSE REGISTRATION 
 
 Quarter Prerequisites 
EES 345 Minimum grade of D, Bio 345 Minimum Grade of D 
 
Quarter Equivalent 
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EES 346 
 
Semester Prerequisites 
EES 3450 Minimum grade of D, BIO 3450 Minimum Grade of D 
 
Semester Co-requisites 
None 
  
Restrictions 
Must be enrolled in one of the following Majors:  
ED Education and Human Services 
EDL Education Leadership 
EDS Education Specialist 
 
Other 
 
IV STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
After completing this course, students will be able to  
a. Understand the nature of Earth system science 
b. Critically apply knowledge of Earth system science and methods of inquiry to 
evaluate changes is the Earth system as a result of real-world events 
c. Compare and contrast the past and present state of the Earth system and 
understand how scientists make projections regarding future changes. 
d. Demonstrate an awareness of anthropomorphic impact on the Earth system  
e. Evaluate the choices faced by human society in light of potential global climate 
change senarios 
 
In addition, students will be able to 
 
a. Apply the content knowledge of this course in developing classroom applications 
for middle and high school students 
 
V. Suggested Course Materials (required and recommended)  
No formal textbook. Various NASA, NOAA and Goggle Earth resources will be used.  
These resources include data, simulations and remote sensing images of planet Earth. 
Some course modules will be from the Earth System Science Education Alliance website. 
 
VI. Suggested Method of Instruction 
 Lecture/Lab combination 
 
VII.  Suggested Evaluation and Policy  
Evaluation will be based on four exams throughout the term. 
Students enrolled in EES 6060 for graduate credit will be evaluated separately from 
those enrolled in EES 3460. 
VIII. Suggested Grading Policy  
Final course grades will normally be determined using the following scheme: 
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A: 90-100 %  
B: 80-89% 
C: 70-79% 
D: 60-69% 
F: less than 60% 
 
IX. Suggested Assignments and Course Outline  
 
WEEK 1:  Introduction to Earth System Science 
 
WEEK 2:  The Yucatan Impact sphere study 
 
WEEK 3  The Yucatan Impact event study 
 
WEEK 4  The Yucatan Impact data laboratory- Exam 
 
WEEK 5:  Brazilian Deforestation sphere study  
 
WEEK 6:  Brazilian Deforestation event study 
 
WEEK 7  Brazilian Deforestation data laboratory- Exam 
 
WEEK 8:  Ice Cores and Ancient Climates sphere study 
 
WEEK 9:   Ice Cores and Ancient Climates event study 
 
WEEK10:  Ice Cores and Ancient Climates data laboratory- Exam 
                                     
WEEK11:  Global Climate Change sphere study 
 
WEEK12:    Global Climate Change event study 
 
WEEK13:  IPCC understandings data laboratory- Exam 
 
WEEK14:  Final Presentations 
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10040 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Current Course Info
PSY 3020 - Research Methods in Psychology II  
Methods of true experiments, data analysis and APA-style writing. Uses methods from representative fields of
psychology to collect, summarize and visualize data. Integrated Writing course. 
4.0 Credit hours
Stu Rec Title: Research Methods Psy II
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
General Education, Integrated Writing, Ohio Transfer Module, Transfer Articulation, Multicultural, Permanent
Course, Standard/Pass/Fail Grading System
Restrictions:
Must be enrolled in one of the following Majors: Psychology
Semester Prerequisites:
PSY 3010
Corequisite Courses:
PSY 3020L
Special Fees:
Psychology Course Fee (2028), $45.00
WSU Workflow - Course Inventory Request
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Office Info:
Detail Code: 2028, CRS Level: STEM 2, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 420101
Revised Course Info
PSY 3020 - Research Methods in Psychology II  
Methods of true experiments, data analysis and APA-style writing. Uses methods from representative fields of
psychology to collect, summarize and visualize data. Integrated Writing course. 
4.0 Credit hours
Effective Term: Summer 2013
Stu Rec Title: Research Methods Psy II
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Integrated Writing, Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Restrictions:
Must be enrolled in one of the following Majors: Psychology
Semester Prerequisites:
PSY 3010
Quarter Equivalent: PSY 302
Corequisite Courses:
PSY 3020L
Special Fees:
Psychology Course Fee (2028), $45.00
Office Info:
Detail Code: 2028, CRS Level: STEM 2, OBR CRS Level: B, CIPC Code: 420101
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Psychology John M. Flach Review 12/11/2012 17:11:55
CCC_Eval UG Chair of College ofScience & Math Richard Mercer Approve 02/08/2013 10:49:55
Dean_Review Dean of College of Science &Math Mark D. Mamrack Review 02/11/2013 16:20:59
UCAP_Eval University CurriculumCommittee  Pending  
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Special Route
WritInt_Eval WritInt Chair Joe K. Law Approve 02/13/2013 14:30:18
Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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Research Methods in Psychology II 
Fall 2012 
Lecture: MWF Lab 01: TBA Lab 02: TBA 
Lecture-Room:  TBA Lab 03: TBA Lab 04: TBA 
 Lab-Room:  355 Fawcett Hall 
 
 
Instructor: Dr. Watamaniuk 
Office: 313E Fawcett Hall / Phone: 775-3563 / E-mail: scott.watamaniuk@wright.edu  
Office Hours: By appointment 
 
Overview: This is the second of a two-course series on research methods in psychology.  In this course you will 
be introduced to the psychological research methods of true experiments, data analysis, and writing in APA 
(American Psychological Association) style.  There is a laboratory associated with this class in which you will get 
hands-on experience using methods from representative fields of psychology to collect, summarize, and visualize 
data.  APA-style will be used for all writing exercises and Microsoft Excel will be used for data reduction and 
visualization (APA-style graphs).  The required texts for this class are the same books used for the first course in 
this series, PSY 3010.  The APA publication manual is also a required text and is a useful reference book to have 
for all of your psychology classes for which you write papers (and any other class that requires APA format for 
papers).  Students are expected to (1) develop an appreciation of the methods and data analysis 
techniques used in psychology, (2) demonstrate an understanding of research methodology and 
corresponding statistical analyses, and (3) exhibit some proficiency in written communication. 
 
Required Texts: 
American Psychological Association. (2010).  Publication manual of the American Psychological 
Association (6th Ed.). Washington, DC:Author. [ISBN: 978-1-4338-0561-5] 
Others TBA 
 
Other readings will be available on the library’s electronic course reserve. 
 
Class Performance: Grades for this course will be based on objective, in-class exams, laboratory exercises, and 
written assignments. The breakdown for final grade assessment is:  
 Exams (3 in class @ 20% each) – 60% 
 Laboratory exercises (including writing assignments) – 40%  
 
Exams (20% each): Lecture exams are multiple-choice format and will cover lectures and material covered in the 
textbooks’ sections.  The three exams progress from comprising questions that are mostly fact-based (exam 1), to 
fact-based plus some conceptual/thought questions (exam 2), to mostly conceptual/thought questions (exam 3).  
The purpose of this progression is that research methods and the statistical analyses that go along with them 
always require thinking about the particular experiment, variables, and questions being addressed; one cannot 
blindly take a cookbook approach to performing a research study.  For this reason, we want to develop students’ 
abilities to think like a researcher. 
 
Laboratory Exercises (40%): In the laboratory, there will be homework assignments, quizzes and writing 
assignments including a full research paper due at the end of the semester.  All assignments will contribute to 
your final grade.  The final paper will require you to write a 15 –20 page (excluding reference listing) research 
paper on an experiment that you will design, for which you will collect data, analyze the data, and interpret the 
data.  The paper must be referenced using scholarly resources (such as psychology journal articles).  DO NOT 
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USE Wikipedia or any other non-scholarly source in your papers.  A.P.A. style writing must be used throughout 
the paper. The learning outcomes for this assignment are as follows: A student must… 
*Demonstrate an understanding of course content, 
*Exhibit a quality of writing appropriate for an audience who appreciate how psychological phenomena are 
investigated, 
*Demonstrate a degree of mastery of disciplinary writing associated with the American Psychological 
Association Style Writing, and 
*Show competency in standard edited American English 
 
Regarding Integrative Writing 
Since this course is designated as integrative writing (IW), considerable emphasis is being placed on the 
development of writing skill.  As such students will have the opportunity to have their writing evaluated by the 
course instructor and receive feedback.  The opportunity for feedback is intended to assist students while they are 
learning and as they are developing their writing skills throughout the course. 
 
Failure to complete any of the writing portions of this class will result in the student failing the course.  
 
 
Academic Dishonesty Policy (40%): In keeping with WSU policy, we will strictly enforce the rules of academic 
integrity and ALL instances of academic misconduct will be reported to the Office of Judicial Affairs.  The 
following is an excerpt from the WSU Office of Judicial Affairs website. 
 
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 
It is the policy of Wright State University to uphold and support standards of personal honesty and 
integrity for all students consistent with the goals of a community of scholars and students seeking 
knowledge and truth. Furthermore, it is the policy of the university to enforce these standards 
through fair and objective procedures governing instances of alleged dishonesty, cheating, and 
other academic misconduct. (www.wright.edu/students/judicial/integrity.html) 
 
Please refer to your WSU student handbook or the Office of Judicial Affairs website for more complete 
information on academic integrity.
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 TENTATIVE SYLLABUS 
Week Topic  Book & Chapters 
1 Critical Thinking of Psychological Research: Inferential Statistics  
 Probabilistic Reasoning, Visualizing Data  
 
2 Experimental Research  
   
 
3 Hypothesis testing (one sample): z-test  
  Hypothesis testing (one sample): t-test    
4  Hypothesis testing (two sample): independent samples t-test  
  Hypothesis testing (two sample): related samples t-test  
 
5 Experimental Design: One-factor, two levels  
 Experimental Design: One-factor, multiple levels  
   
6 Experimental Control and Internal Validity  
   
   
7 One-way ANOVA  
   
 
8  Critical Thinking of Psychological Research: Confounds  
 
9  Factorial Experimental Design  
  
10 Two-way ANOVA  
   
11 Critical Thinking of Psychological Research: Multiple Causation  
   
12 Non-Parametric Tests  
   
13 Non-Parametric Tests  
 
14 Critical Thinking of Psychological Research: External Validity 
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History of Theatre I 
Fall Semester 2012 
Monday – Wednesday – Friday 11am-12noon 
Der Dee Lab 
 
Instructor:  Brian McKnight 
Office: In the Theatre Offices somewhere.  Near Sandra, I think.   
Email:  brian.mcknight@wright.edu // mcknight11@aol.com 
Office Hours: by appointment 
Phone number:  (773) 412-7731 
 
 
Introduction 
 
This course concerns the world of theatre and its effect upon culture and religion (and vice versa) beginning 
with the origins of theatre, through the Greek and Roman Classical Eras, eventually through the Middle 
Ages, The European Renaissances, and The English Restoration.  This course offers students an 
opportunity to learn about theatre throughout history and its relationship to the other arts, literature, 
politics, religion and social structures. The ability to communicate your ideas effectively in writing is an 
intended outcome of the course.  
 
Course Goals and Objectives 
 
1.  Differentiate theatrical conventions specific to Greek, Roman, Medieval, Renaissance and several Asian 
forms of drama by: 
 tracing the development of costuming and set design through the major periods. 
 tracing the development of the playwright through the major periods. 
 tracing the development of lighting and sound techniques through the major periods. 
 tracing the acting acting styles among the major periods. 
 
2.  Discuss the role theatre played in the cultural life of past societies by: 
 examining the relationship between theatre and other contemporary art forms. 
 analyzing the role politics played in the development of theatre within societies. 
 exploring the specific relationship between theatre and religion. 
 examining the audiences of various time periods. 
 
Integrated Writing Goals: Students will be expected to produce writing that: 
Demonstrates their understanding of course content, 
Is appropriate for the audience and purpose of a particular writing task, 
Demonstrates the degree of mastery of disciplinary writing conventions appropriate to the course 
                    (including documentation conventions), and 
Shows competency in standard edited American English. 
 
 
Required Text(s) 
 
The Living Theatre – A History, by Edwin Wilson & Alvin Goldfarb, Forth Edition, McGraw-Hill. 
 
Agamemnon by Aeschylus 
Electra by Euripedes 
The Menaechmus Brothers by Plautus 
Sotoba Komachi by Kan’ami Kiyotsugu 
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Abraham and Issaac by Anonymous 
Life is a Dream by Pedro Calderon de la Barca 
The Tragedy of Doctor Faustus by Christopher Marlowe 
‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore by John Webster 
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Course Policies 
 
1.  Since the information covered in classes is sequential, missed classes are impossible to make up and can 
result in your falling behind.  You are responsible for all material covered, and the instructor assumes no 
responsibility to tutor you for classes missed. 
 There will be no make up quizzes. 
 
2.  Turn off all cellular devices when entering the room. 
 
3.  No visitors are allowed in class without prior permission of the instructor. 
 
Written Assignments 
 
Successful actors, designers, technicians, dramaturges, and directors expend considerable time and effort in 
making every resume, audition application, or grant application look absolutely perfect.  As an attempt to 
prepare you for this reality, a maximum of 10 points will be deducted from each written assignment for 
punctuation, grammar and spelling errors.  One point will be deducted for each error found. 
 
General guidelines for all written work are that they should be typed, with margins of no more than 1”, and 
with a standard font with a size of 12 point.  Written work needs to be articulate, organized, and creative 
reflecting the observations of the student/critic in relation to the subject matter we are studying in class. 
 
All written assignments will be collected in class on the assigned due date.  After the completion of that 
day’s class, papers will not be accepted without prior arrangements with the instructor. If it is your 
intention to email your paper directly to the instructor, this must be done before class. 
 
1.  There will be several quizzes throughout the term covering assigned readings and lecture notes. 
 
2.  You will be required to write a response to each of the seven plays we read this term.  This response 
should be more than one, but less than two pages long.  This is your chance to sound off about the play.  
Tell me what you really think and why.  You must be specific about your reasons for liking or disliking this 
work.  You must be utilizing the concepts or ideas we have been discussing in class to further your 
opinions. You will receive feedback on your writing and have opportunities to implement that response 
towards improvement.   
 
3.  There will be one research paper concerning a play of your choice due near the end of the quarter.  
Details will be provided on a separate sheet. 
 
Written Work Grading 
 
A – Excellent grammar, shows great insight and preparation. 
 
B – Good grammar, well prepared, some good insights. 
 
C – Fair grammar, adequate preparation, few true insights. 
 
D – Poor grammar, inadequate preparation, lacks depth. 
 
F – Failed to meet basic requirements of the assignment. 
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Course Grading 
 
Exam #1 100 points 
Exam #2  100 points 
Exam #3 100 points 
Research Paper 160 points 
Play Responses (8 @ 50 pts. Each) 400 points 
Pop Quizzes (6 @ 10 pts. each) 60 points 
Play Quizzes (10 points per play) 80 points 
 
TOTAL 1000 points 
 
Class Grading Scale 
 
900 and above:  A – excellent work 
800-899 B – very good work; above average 
700-799 C – fulfilled requirements adequately 
600-699 D – poor work; minimal effort shown 
Below 600 F – failed to meet expectations. 
 
 
 
Important Dates (tentative) 
 
Monday September 10th  ................................................................................... AGAMEMNON response due 
Friday September 14th ............................................................................................... ELECTRA response due 
Monday September 24th  ...................................................... THE MANECHMUS BROTHERS response due 
Wednesday September 26th  ............................................................................................................. EXAM #1 
Wednesday October 10th  ......................................................................... SOTOBA KOMACHI response due 
Wednesday October 16th  .................................................................. ABRAHAM AND ISAAC response due 
Friday October 26th  ..................................................................................... LIFE IS A DREAM response due 
Wednesday October 31st  .................................................................................................................. EXAM #2 
Monday November 12th  ............................................................................. NO CLASS – VETERENS’ DAY 
Monday November 19th  ........................................ THE TRAGEDY OF DOCTOR FAUSTUS response due 
Wednesday November 21st  ......................................................................... NO CLASS – THANKSGIVING 
Friday November 23rd  ................................................................................. NO CLASS – THANKSGIVING 
Monday November 26th  ........................................................................................ RESEARCH PAPER DUE 
Friday November 30th  ................................................................. ‘TIS PITY SHE’S A WHORE response due 
Friday December 7th  ........................................................................................................................ EXAM #3 
 
 
 
The instructor reserves the right to change any aspect of this syllabus in response to his perception of 
the needs of the class. 
 
It is the responsibility of any students with learning disabilities, physical limitations, or other special 
needs or concerns to make those needs known to the instructor, and to work constructively and 
cooperatively to master the material presented. 
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History of Theatre Research Paper 
History of Theatre I 
Fall Semester 2012 
 
Guidelines 
 
You are required to choose one play, which was written between 5
th
 century B.C. and no 
later than the Year of our Lord 1776.  You must research fully the topics outlined below.  
Here is your chance to delve deeply into the play of your choice.   
 
 You must clearly delineate each of the separate topics below.  
DO NOT write one big, long, rambling essay.  Make it clear to 
me which topic you are covering in each section of the paper.  
Your research papers should be approximately ten pages in 
length. 
 
The questions following each subject heading are intended only as the starting points.  
They are provided simply to get you started.  Your research should suggest other 
questions to pose and answer on your own as well. 
 
 
1.  The Play’s Genre 
 
In what genre would you, as a theatre historian, classify this play?  A brief (and I mean 
brief) synopsis might be appropriate here.  More than likely, I have read the play you are 
researching.  I will likely know the plot already.  What are the main issues and conflicts 
in the play?  To whom might this play have been written? 
 
2.  Production Values of the Original Production 
 
Tell me about how your research says the first production (or earliest recorded 
production) of this play solved its inherent scenic demands?  What did you find to 
suggest how the scenery might have been painted?  Was there scenery at all?  How was it 
staged?  What were the props used, if any?  Where was the first production performed?  
When?  What were the costumes and sets like? 
 
3.  Acting Styles of the Original Production 
 
What was the manner in which this play was first performed?  In other words, what was 
the acting like to watch?  From your research, were the comic elements, if any, very 
broad or was the comedy more verbally based?  Did the venue demand certain skills of 
the actors involved?  If so, what skills were they?  How was the violence in the play 
handled, if any?  How many actors may have handled the roles in the play?  Were there 
actresses involved? 
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4.  The Cultural Context of the Play’s Original Production 
 
What was happening culturally in the lives of the playwright, the King or Queen, and the 
audience of this play at the time of its inception?  How did the culture of the ruling 
monarchy affect the creation and presentation of this play?  How did the general public 
receive the play in its day?  Why?   
 
5.  Critical Approaches through the Ages/ Revivals 
 
Has this play been performed often since its original production?  What have been some 
notable productions in the past?  How have the changing political and social climates in 
the world affected the production history of this play?  What were some of the most 
interesting revivals?  Who were some of the notable performers responsible for these 
productions?  This section should cover all the years between when the play was first 
written and performed, up to and including October of 2012. 
 
6.  Historical Importance & Final Assesment 
 
How has this play worked its way into our modern culture?  What are its lasting legacies?  
Is it a remembered play?  Or a forgotten treasure?  Why is this play worthy of study?  
What makes it important?  This part is all opinion.  What do you think, as an historian, 
are the most important aspects of the play?  Why is it worthy of continued performance?   
 
You must cite a minimum of eight sources.  No more than three sources cited can be 
internet links.  Wikipedia is not an acceptable source.  You must correctly notate any 
and all direct quotes for previously published works within the body of your paper, by 
way of footnotes or end notes.  You must also list all sources in a bibliography at the end 
of your paper.  An example of a correct entry in a bibliography is as follows: 
 
Epstein, Norrie.  The Friendly Shakespeare.  New York:  Penguin Books.  1993. 
 
An example of a correctly notated direct quote for this source is as follows: 
 
Henry Garnet has, alas, become a footnote in history, but Guy Fawkes has passed into 
myth and is celebrated every November 5, the day the Gunpowder Plot was detected.  
(Epstein, pg. 426.)   
 
Completed papers will be due at the beginning of class Monday November 26
th
, 
2012. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Integrated Writing (IW) Courses in the Major 
 
For Integrated Writing (IW) courses within the Wright State Core, IW information is provided as 
part of the Core proposal. No additional form is needed. 
 
To propose that a course in the major be designated as IW, please fill out and attach the form 
below; add any explanatory notes on the second page. In addition, attach a syllabus and any 
additional documents needed (e.g., writing assignments) to demonstrate how the course meets 
the IW guidelines. These documents may include previous writing assignments or other 
handouts (e.g., grading criteria) that will be adapted for use with semester courses. 
 
Check if 
information 
appears on 
attached 
syllabus 
Check if 
information 
appears on 
other 
attached 
document 
 
 
IW Guidelines 
___x__ ______ The ability to communicate effectively in writing is identified as an outcome of 
the course. 
___x___ ______ The IW learning outcomes appear on the syllabus: 
Students will be expected to produce writing that 
 Demonstrates their understanding of course content, 
 Is appropriate for the audience and purpose of a particular writing task, 
 Demonstrates the degree of mastery of disciplinary writing conventions 
appropriate to the course (including documentation conventions), and 
 Shows competency in standard edited American English. 
___x___ ______ Criteria for evaluating writing are clearly articulated and provided to students. 
___x___ ______ Students will receive response to their writing and have opportunities to use that 
response to improve their writing. 
___x___ ______ Writing counts toward the course grade. Students should not be able to pass the 
course without completing the writing assignments. 
___x___ ______ A significant amount of writing is required. Over the course of the semester, 
students should be expected to write informal texts, drafts, and graded drafts 
totaling approximately 5,000 words in IW courses in the major.  
Disciplines for which word count seems an inadequate measure of student 
engagement in writing should propose an alternative that will meet the IW 
learning outcomes and explain how those outcomes will be met. 
Likely 
class size 
__35__ 
 Whenever resources permit, IW class enrollment should be limited to 25, the 
maximum size for literature discussion classes recommended by both the National 
Council of Teachers of English and the Association of Departments of English. 
Larger classes should provide some means of giving timely, meaningful individual 
responses to student writing (e.g., through the use of trained graduate teaching 
 
 
assistants, guided peer review, faculty release time from other course teaching 
assignments, class size reductions in other faculty teaching assignments). 
Approval of proposed IW courses will not hinge on class size alone. 
EXPLANATORY NOTES:  
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SYLLABUS FOR BIO 3250 BASIC CELL CULTURE 
Lecture: 12:15-1:10 pm 011 BH 
Lab:  12:15-2:15 pm WF 123 BH 
Instructor: Meredith Rodgers 
Office: 173A Brehm Lab 
Phone: 775-2374 
Email: meredith.rodgers@wright.edu 
Office hours: 10:30-11:30 MWF or by appointment 
 
Course prerequisites: BIO 2110, 2120, and 2130.  Enrollment by instructor permission 
only. 
Credit Hours:  3 
 
Texts:  
Lecture Text:  Culture of Animal Cells: A Manual of Basic Technique 5
th
 Ed. by Ian 
Freshney;  Wiley Publishing, 2005. (RECOMMENDED) 
 
Laboratory manual: Each student must have their own copy for the first week of lab.  
You can access this on Pilot. 
 
Course Description: 
The goal of this course is to learn the background behind eukaryotic cell culture, and 
basic techniques used to culture eukaryotic cells in a laboratory setting.  This course will 
cover basic cell culture laboratory setup and equipment, propagation and maintenance of 
cell culture lines, as well as the use of these cell lines experimentally including using 
cells for the analysis of chemicals, the introduction of new genes into cell lines, and 
cellular staining.  Students will work both in groups and independently using eukaryotic 
cell lines to conduct experiments in the laboratory.  Students will also be expected to 
keep a laboratory notebook with information about all of the experiments performed in 
the laboratory. 
 
Course Objectives:  
1. To learn the equipment and set-up of a cell culture laboratory. 
2. To study the morphology of cell lines, including evaluation of health, contamination, 
and basic   care and propagation.  
3. To learn to assess the effect of chemicals using cell culture techniques. 
4. To introduce new genes into cell culture lines and assess the effect of its expression on 
cells.  
5. To isolate DNA, RNA, and/or protein from cell lines for use in molecular laboratory 
techniques.  
6. To learn about cell staining techniques and their use. 
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Course Schedule:    Lecture and lab notes may be accessed on Pilot. 
Date 
      
 Topic Lab notebook due Chapter 
M 1/7/13 Introduction   
 
W 1/9/13 Biology of cells   3 
F 1/11/13 Lab design and equipment   4, 5 
M 1/14/13 Laboratory safety     
W 1/16/13 Laboratory maintenance and aseptic technique     
F 1/18/13 Laboratory notebooks     
M 1/21/13 NO CLASS - Martin Luther King Jr. Day     
W 1/23/13 Growth media and other culture requirements   8, 9, 10, 11 
F 1/25/13 Preparation of media and maintenance of lines (splitting)*     
M 1/28/13 Basic cell line propagation and maintenance X   
W 1/30/13 Split cells (supervised) - group 1*     
F 2/1/13 Split cells (supervised) - group 2*     
M 2/4/13 Contamination of cell culture X   
W 2/6/13 Mycoplasma ELISA and contamination*     
F 2/8/13 Mycoplasma ELISA*     
M 2/11/13 EXAM 1 X   
W 2/13/13 Cell staining techniques     
F 2/15/13 Cell staining techniques*     
M 2/18/13 Introduction of genes in culture X   
W 2/20/13 Transfection*     
F 2/22/13 Transfection*     
M 2/25/13 NO CLASS - SPRING BREAK     
W 2/27/13 NO CLASS - SPRING BREAK     
F 3/1/13 NO CLASS - SPRING BREAK     
M 3/4/13 Chemical treatment of cells X   
W 3/6/13 Chemical treatment of cells*     
F 3/8/13 Chemical treatment of cells*     
M 3/11/13 Molecular techniques in cell culture X   
W 3/13/13 Collection of cellular protein and quantification*     
F 3/15/13 Collection of cellular DNA and quantification*     
M 3/18/13 Introduction to primary literature X 15 
W 3/20/13 Preview of primary literature paper #1     
F 3/22/13 discuss primary literature paper #1     
M 3/25/13 Cell characterization and differentiation   16, 17 
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W 3/27/13 Transformation and immortalization   18 
F 3/29/13 Cloning of cell lines, cell sorting     
M 4/1/13 Selection of cells with antibiotics     
W 4/3/13 EXAM 2     
F 4/5/13 Split independently Group 1 (no counting)*     
M 4/8/13 Split independently Group 2 (no counting)*     
W 4/10/13 Preview of primary literature paper #2 X   
F 4/12/13 discuss primary literature paper #2     
M 4/15/13 Review for final exam     
W 4/17/13 Split independently Group 1 (with counting)*     
F 4/19/13 Split independently Group 2 (with counting)*     
 
Final Exam (Comprehensive) X   
This is a tentative schedule.  Modifications will be announced. 
*Lab and Lecture are given as a unit. There is no provision for separate enrollment.  Should there 
be a need to repeat the course, all coursework the including lab must be repeated. 
Grading: 
 
Lab notebooks 15% 
Midterms (2) 25% ea  
Comprehensive Final 35% 
Lab notebook: 
You will keep a lab notebook detailing all procedures and demos in lab.  Your notebook 
is to be concise, yet detailed enough that it would serve as a reference for anyone who 
would pick it up (we will have a lecture about how to keep a laboratory notebook).  
Laboratory procedures that are conducted in lab should be logged into the notebook as 
shown, and each lab notebook entry will be graded and corrected, and given a points 
value out of 10.  You will need to provide a basic composition book to serve as your lab 
notebook.  See schedule for the due dates of your notebook.  Notebooks must be turned 
on the days indicated on the schedule, and will be returned by the next class period.  
Topics with an asterisk (*) indicate days in which entries should be made into the lab 
notebook. 
 
Exams: 
 
There will be two midterm exams, and one comprehensive final exam.  Exam material is 
taken from the lab manual, lecture notes and lectures; use the text to supplement and aid 
in understanding the material I present in class. Exams will require you to think over the 
things you have been exposed to in lecture and lab. The questions may not be answered 
by simply memorizing the material. Exams are generally primarily essay, however there 
may also be a mix of multiple-choice, T/F, matching, and short answer questions.  If you 
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are confused by a question during an exam raise your hand and an explanation will be 
given if possible.  You may also be asked to use what you have learned and apply that 
knowledge to a new situation.  There may be practical questions that require you to look 
at a demo. 
Make-up exams will not be given without instructor's approval PRIOR to any 
scheduled exam. A valid excuse is required. You must take the make-up exam within one 
week of the original exam date unless other arrangements have been made with the 
instructor. Failure to do so will result in a zero grade for that exam. Make-ups will be 
given at a time to be determined by the instructor.   Make-up exams for the final exam are 
given ONLY if 3 or more exams are scheduled for the same day or other valid excuse.  
Scheduled vacations, another exam, or lack of preparation are not viable reasons to 
warrant a make-up exam.   
 
Pre-existing Medical Conditions: 
If you have a medical condition that would affect your ability to perform the lab 
(pregnancy, immunocompromised, etc.), please notify the instructor to address the 
situation.   
Students with special needs: Please contact me as soon as possible to make appropriate 
arrangements for lecture notes, labs, exams, etc.  
Academic Integrity: 
The issue of cheating arises every year, but the Wright State policy is clearly stated in 
your student handbook as well as on the Judicial Services website. Essentially, you must 
do your own work on quizzes, exams, labs, etc.  All written work submitted for a grade 
must be yours, with nothing copied or quoted without acknowledging the source, and not 
completed with a partner.  Deliberate cheating, of course, cannot be tolerated. Please be 
aware of the detailed procedures and serious penalties established at Wright State for 
violations of this ethical code.  
Any work found to not to be your own will be given a grade of zero.  Should the work be 
copied from another student, both students will be given zeros for the assignment.  Forms 
for Judicial Services will be filed, and your name will be on record with the university.  
You may choose to take an accusation of cheating to the Office of Student Judicial 
Services, where it will be decided by a committee if cheating occurred and the 
appropriate consequence should the committee feel the incident violated the code of 
academic integrity.  If you wish to do this, please notify the instructor and arrangements 
will be made with Judicial Affairs.  Repeated offenses will immediately be taken to the 
Office of Student Judicial Services, which may result in failure of the course. 
Follow this link for more information on Academic Integrity                                                                   
(http://www.wright.edu/students/judicial/integrity.html). 
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Course Inventory Request
Form Id: 10169 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Quarter to Semester
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Revised Course Info
BIO 4540 - Pathophysiology  
Patient care as applied to a wide variety of diseases and associated therapies. The disease process, inflammation and
healing, immunity, infection. Discussions of blood, cardiovascular, digestive, urinary, neurologic, endocrine, and
musculoskeletal disorders. Case studies accompany each topic area. 
3.0 Credit hours
Effective Term: Spring 2013
Stu Rec Title: Pathophysiology
Levels: Undergraduate
Schedule Types: Lecture
College of Science & Math
Characteristics:
Permanent Course, Syllabus Attached, Standard (ABCDF) Grading System
Restrictions:
Must belong to one of the following classifications: Junior, Senior.
Semester Prerequisites:
ANT 3100
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Biology Laura L. Buerschen Review 01/24/2013 08:17:10
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Office Route
Budget_Proc Budget Office  Pending  
Registrar_Proc Registrar Office  Pending  
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BIO 4540 – Pathophysiology 
Spring 2013 
Jan 07, 2013 - Apr 27, 2013 
 
Course Description:  “The study of pathophysiology provides a foundation of essential information for you to 
apply in your specialty area.  It is a powerful tool to use in your care of patients who come to you with a wide 
variety of disease and associated therapies.”   
 
Course Objectives: The primary objective of this course shall be considered the mastery by the student of those 
areas of Pathophysiology  that will be covered in lecture and in reading of assigned material in and out of class.  
 
Text : Gould, B.E., & Dyer, R.M. (2011). Pathophysiology for the Health Professions.  Elsevier, St. Louis, MO.  
ISBN: 978-1-4377-0965-0 
 
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 
Wright State University is committed to academic excellence.  It is the policy of WSU to uphold and support 
standards of personal honesty and integrity for all students consistent with the goals of a community of scholars.  
All violations of academic integrity will be reported.  I value integrity and you do not need to cheat to succeed. 
What is Academic Dishonesty?   
Any use of external assistance during an examination shall be considered academically dishonest unless 
expressly permitted by the instructor.  Any intentional falsification or invention of data or citation in an academic 
exercise will be considered a violation of academic integrity. 
 
 Plagiarism 
1. Submitting a paper written or obtained from another (including web sites). 
2. Using a paper or essay in more than one class without the instructor’s expressed permission. 
3. Obtaining a copy of an examination in advance without the knowledge and consent of the instructor. 
4. Copying information from an article, book, internet source, etc., without using quotes / blocking in a 
paragraph, even when referenced. 
 
For more information please read:  http://www.wright.edu/students/judicial/conduct.html  
 
COURSE STRUCTURE: 
Instructional experiences - two, 80-minute classroom sessions per week.   
 
Assignments, etc. 
1. Case Studies 
2. Study Questions 
 
Class Procedures:   
Readings: Please read text material before coming to class. 
Class Attendance Policy: Lecture ~ expected.   
 
Conferences: Should a problem arise, take care of it early in the quarter.  Do not wait until exam time to find out 
that you do not understand the material.    
 
 
EVALUATION 
 
Scale  Tasks 
90-100 A Case Studies 10% 
80-89 B Study Questions 10% 
70-79 C Written Exams 80% 
60-69.9 D  
<60 F 
 
 
  
Week   Notes 
1 T 1 Introduction to Pathophysiology  
R 2  Inflammation and Healing  
2 T 3  Immunity and Abnormal Responses  
R 4  Infection  
3 T Exam1 Case Studies and Study Questions Due 
R 17  Blood and Lymphatic Disorders  
4 T 18  Cardiovascular Disorders  
R 19  Respiratory Disorders  
5 T 20  Digestive Disorders  
R Exam 2 Case Studies and Study Questions Due 
6 T 21Unirnary System Disorders  
R 22 Acute Neurologic Disorders  
7 T 23  Chronic Neurologic Disorders  
R 24 Disorders of the Eye and Ear  
8 T Exam 3 Case Studies and Study Questions Due 
R 25  Endocrine Disorders  
9 T 26  Musculoskeletal Disorders  
R 27  Skin Disorders  
10 T 28 Reproductive Disorders  
R Exam 4 Case Studies and Study Questions Due 
11 T 7  Congenital and Genetic Disorders  
R 8  Diseases of Adolescence  
12 T 10  Aging and Disease Processes  
R 11 Effects of Immobility  
13 T Exam 5 Case Studies and Study Questions Due 
R 12 Influence of Stress  
14 T 13  Pain  
R 15 Environmental Hazards  
15 T Exam 6 Case Studies and Study Questions Due 
R   
 
 
NOTE:  One exam will be dropped from your final score. 
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Program of Study Request
Form Id: 10147 Form Status: Process
Please take action on the form.
This service has been developed initially to support the conversion of the university's course inventory from a
quarters to a semesters curriculum. Getting started ...
Type of Request:
New  Modify  Deactivate  Terminate  Quarter to Semester 
For Deactivate, the program must be terminated no later than the conclusion of 7 years from the deactivation and all students must complete
degree requirements by this date. The Registrar's Office will notify the department when all students have completed degree requirements of the
deactivated program.
Client Info
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Department:
Location:
Program of Study
CSD - Biological Sciences - AS  
Effective Term: Spring 2013 
Level: Undergraduate 
Wright State Lake Campus 
Degree: Associate of Science 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Minor: 
Program: Biological Sciences - AS 
Concentration: 
Add'l Info:
Approvals
Activity Role Client Status Time
Primary Route
Dept_Review Dept of Community ServicesDevelopment Bonnie K. Mathies Review 01/23/2013 09:56:52
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Academic Program of Study 
 
College:  Lake 
Department:  
Degree (A.A. B.S., B.F.A., etc.) & Title: A.S. Biological Sciences 
  Concentration, Track, Option, Specialization:  
Minor Program Title:  
Certificate Program Title:  
 
Note, please highlight additions & modifications.  Please strikethrough deletions. 
 
  Current Program Hours    Revised Program Hours 
I. Wright State Core 
Element 1: Communication (6) 
Element 2: Mathematics (4)* 
*MTH 2240 or 2300 (4) 
Element 3: Global Traditions(6) 
Element 4: Arts/Humanities(3) 
Element 5: Social Sciences(6) 
Element 6: Natural Sciences (8)* 
*Bio 1120 and Bio1150 
Additional Core Courses (6) 
 
Multicultural Competence (MC). Any two courses that  
meet multicultural competence requirement 
 
Writing Across the Curriculum (IW): required, two  
integrated Writing (IW) Core courses 
 
 
39 
 
 
 
 
 
 I. Wright State Core 
Element 1: Communication (6) 
Element 2: Mathematics (4)* 
*MTH 2240 or 2300 (4) 
Element 3: Global Traditions(6) 
Element 4: Arts/Humanities(3) 
Element 5: Social Sciences(6) 
Element 6: Natural Sciences (8)* 
*Bio 1120 and Bio1150 
Additional Core Courses (6) 
 
Multicultural Competence (MC). Any two courses that  
meet multicultural competence requirement 
 
Writing Across the Curriculum (IW): required, two  
integrated Writing (IW) Core courses 
 
39 
II.  Departmental Requirements 
BIO 2110 Molecular and Classical Genetics (3) 
BIO 2310 Principles of Ecology and Evolution & Lab  
(4) 
BIO 3130 Plant Biology (5) 
    OR  
BIO 3150 Invertebrate Zoology (5) 
CHM 1210 General Chemistry I (3) 
CHM 1210L General Chemistry I Lab (2) 
CHM 1220  General Chemistry II (3) 
CHM 1220L General Chemistry II Lab (2) 
BIO 2100 Sophomore Seminar (1) 
 
 
 
23 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 II.  Departmental Requirements 
BIO 2110 Molecular and Classical Genetics (3) 
BIO 2310 Principles of Ecology and Evolution & Lab  
(4) 
BIO 3130 Plant Biology (5) 
    OR  
BIO 3150 Invertebrate Zoology (5) 
CHM 1210 General Chemistry I (3) 
CHM 1210L General Chemistry I Lab (2) 
CHM 1220  General Chemistry II (3) 
CHM 1220L General Chemistry II Lab (2) 
BIO 2100 Sophomore Seminar (1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22 
Total: 62  Total: 61 
 
Notes:  Please provide additional information for program accuracy. 
Wright State University 
Excused Absence Guidelines 
 
While students are expected to attend all scheduled class meetings, the University Faculty recognize that there are 
legitimate and verifiable circumstances that may cause students to occasionally be absent from class or fail to participate in 
a scheduled class activity. These absences may occur as the result of a planned activity or an unexpected event. It is the 
responsibility of students to plan their schedules to avoid excessive conflict with course requirements and communicate 
with faculty prior to planned absences or as soon as possible following an unplanned absence.  
 
Faculty members establish their own course attendance policies and these guidelines do not remove or supersede that 
prerogative. Faculty members are encouraged to work with students who experience legitimate and verifiable absences in 
such a way that both the faculty and students' educational goals are met. The faculty member determines if an 
accommodation is feasible and the appropriate form of alternative work or education experiences. In some cases, the only 
viable option is for the student to withdraw from the course. Nothing in these guidelines supersedes policies or procedures 
established by individual faculty in their course syllabi or the Wright State University Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
 
Military duties and obligations 
The Wright State University faculty recognizes that students in the military have duties which may interfere with their 
ability to attend classes.  Eligible students are those currently serving (Active Duty), including those in the National Guard, 
Reserves, and Inactive Ready Reserves, who miss classes as a result of deployment, temporary duty assignments (TDYs), 
lockdowns, and mandatory overtime.  In general, any military service or duty that is mandatory and outside of the student's 
control or reasonable ability to have anticipated may be considered an excused absence.     
 
NCAA varsity intercollegiate athletics 
Participation in NCAA varsity intercollegiate athletics may be considered an excused absence. It is the student athlete’s 
responsibility to provide the instructor with a team schedule during the first week of the semester and notify their 
instructors of participation in post-season tournaments as soon as such schedules are available.  
 
Other Types of Excused Absences 
When other circumstances cause an unavoidable absence, it is the student's responsibility to inform their instructor as soon 
as possible. The student should consult with their instructor to determine if and how any unfinished work may be 
completed. 
 
 
 
Wright State University Undergraduate Admissions 
New, Direct from High School Admissions Criteria and Categories 
To be eligible for admission an applicant must: 
• Be a graduate of a senior high school approved or accredited by the department of 
education of the state in which it is located; or 
• Have earned high school equivalency through the General Educational Development 
(GED) testing program; or 
• Present GED test results and ACT or SAT test results, if the student completed secondary 
education through an alternative program such as home schooling; or 
• Present Have earned an International Baccalaureate diploma or certificate. 
There are three two categories of admissions available to new, direct from high school students 
and home-schooled students based on a student’s level of academic preparation. 
Direct Admission 
Students with superior academic preparation will be admitted directly to the college/program of 
their choice. Direct admission criteria vary by college/program (need to link to list). 
Regular Admission 
Students not eligible for direct admission or students, who choose not to select a college/program 
at the time of admission, but satisfying the following three criteria will be admitted to Wright 
State University in a regular admissionthe Regular Admission category. 
Regular Admission Criteria: 
1. Completion of the Ohio Core curriculum or its equivalent 
2. Cumulative high school GPA of 2.0 
3. ACT score of 18 or SAT score of 870 (combined critical reading and math). 
Conditional Admission 
Students who do not meet the regular admission criteria, but satisfy the following three criteria 
will be admitted to Wright State University in a conditional admissionthe Conditional Admission 
category. 
Conditional Admission Criteria: 
1. Completion of the Ohio Core curriculum or its equivalent 
2. Cumulative high school GPA of 2.0 
3. ACT score of 15 or SAT score of 740 (combined critical reading and math). 
 
Pathway Program 
Students who not meet the unconditional admission criteria may be recommended for the 
Pathway Program. admission into a joint enrollment program with a partner community college. 
  
 
Students applying two years or more after high school graduation 
Students applying two or more years after graduation from an accredited high school or with an 
earned GED and minimum high school GPA of 2.0 and minimal deficiencies will be granted 
regular admission. Students with a lower GPA or deficiencies may be grant conditional 
admission or recommended for the Pathway Program. 
 
 
Transfer Students 
Transfer students are admitted based on their college-level work reviewed by the appropriate 
college.  
 
 
Non-Degree Students 
Non-degree students are admitted on a per-course basis by the Registrar. Must affirm that they 
have a high school diploma or GED and are in good academic standing (i.e., they have a 2.0 in 
college courses taken and have not been denied admittance to Wright State University).  
 
 
 
